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Ions are widely used in (in)organic reaction chemistry as:
• reactants
• intermediates
• catalysts
because they are highly reactive.
Solvation energies are very large (hundreds kcal/mol) and can
mask differences in intrinsic reactivity between similar species.
By studying ionic reactions in the gas phase, without solvent and
counterion, we can learn the intrinsic behavior in ionic reactions
and expose the role of the environment.

J. I. Brauman, Science 1998
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J. S. Brodbelt, Mass Spectrom. Rev. 1997; S. Gronert, Chem. Rev. 2001;
V. Ryzhov, Anal. Chem. 2013

Pros
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

intrinsic properties
sensitivity
specificity
speed
efficiency
infinite reaction-based strategies
no extensive purification/sample
preparation
• (indirect) structural information

IMR

Cons
• inferred information on neutral
products
• volatile neutrals

Ion-trapping instruments (FT-ICR and ion-trap) are the most versatile for IMR
studies:
• low pressure measurements (10-5-10-8 torr)
• allow time and energy control of reactions
• mass selection of reactant and product ions
• structural characterization by CID
• multistep MSn sequences
• in FT-ICR: high resolution, high mass accuracy mode of operation

Items
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure rate constants
Determine the efficiency of the reaction
Theory of ion-molecule capture/collision
Slow/fast reactions: double minimum PES
Types of IMR
Applications of IMR
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Reaction Rates

R+ + N

P+ +

-dR(t) = k n R(t)
dt

neutral products

the reaction is bimolecular

n = number density of neutral N

In a conventional bimolecular process the number density of neutral
reactant would decrease with time. Here, it does not.

I(t) = I0 e-nkt
ln I (t) = - n k t
I0

pseudo-first order reaction

k = kexp

The total signal intensity is used to normalize the data and avoid errors from
slight variations in the number of ions.

Monitoring the signal intensity of I(t) at a given time and following the
progress of the reaction with the time, the rate constants for the
disappearance of reactant ions and the appearance of product ions are
obtained.

• The semilog plot of the decrease of the parent ion abundance with time is linearly
interpolated and the pseudo-first order rate constant is obtained.
• The bimolecular rate constant (kexp) at 300 K is gained from the ratio between the
negative slope and n, the number density of the neutral.
• n is calculated from the ideal gas equation and allows to convert the measured value of
the neutral pressure (mbar) in molecule cm-3 at 300 K.

•

kexp = - slope (s-1)_____ = …. cm3 molecule-1 s-1
n (molecule cm-3)
P2+
R+ + NO
a
R+
P1+

OAT

P1+ + NO

P1+ + NO2

Add

P2+

Typically, the reproducibility of kexp values is within 10%;
while the error in the absolute rate constants is estimated to
be ± 30%.

It is mainly due to uncertainty in pressure measurements.

calibration of cold cathode gauge
CH4+. + CH4

time

CH5+ + CH3

I%
I%
m/z 16 m/z 17 ln 16
0 100.00
0.00 4.605
0.01 84.00 15.00 4.431
0.02 79.00 22.00 4.369
0.03 71.00 29.00 4.263
0.04 66.00 34.00 4.190
0.05 62.00 38.00 4.127
0.06 57.00 43.00 4.043
0.08 50.00 50.00 3.912
0.1 42.00 58.00 3.738
0.12 37.00 63.00 3.611
0.14 30.00 70.00 3.401
0.16 25.00 75.00 3.219
0.18 20.00 80.00 2.996
0.2 16.00 84.00 2.773
0.25
9.00 91.00 2.197
0.3
6.00 94.00 1.792
0.4
0.00 100.00

kCH4 = 1,1 x 10-9 cm3 molecule s-1
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-slope
kexp =

9,13________ cm3 molecule-1 s-1
2,4 x 1016 x 1,1x10-7

number density at 1.1x10-7 mbar
Kexp / kCH4 = f (calibration factor)

The efficiency (F) of an ion molecule reaction can be determined by comparing

the experimental rate constant (kexp) with a theoretical estimate of the capture
rate constant as percentages of the collision rate constant (kcoll).

F = k exp
kcoll

measure of reaction probability per collision
(number of events that bring to reaction)

Many exothermic reactions exhibit unit reaction probability at room T;

others proceed with reaction efficiency much less than unity.

Now we have to face two questions:
1) how do we calculate kcoll
2) how do we explain the evidence that many exothermic reactions
have unit efficiency whereas others present (very) low reaction
efficiency

Theoretical aspects of ion-molecule reactions
A+

+ B

k1
k-1

[AB]+

k2

C+ + D

collision
complex

Capture/collision rate : kcoll ~ 1 × 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1
One or two order of magnitude larger than molecule-molecule reactions

Calculations of collision rate constant
• Ion/induced dipole potential: Langevin (and Gioumousis-Stevenson) theory
• Average dipole orientation (ADO) : Su & Bowers
• Angular momentum conserved ADO : Su & Chesnavich

E. Uggerud, Fundamentals and Applications of Gas Phase
Ion Chemistry 1999

Langevin Theory
- ae2
V=
2r 4

A

potential energy of attraction

kL =
0

f (g) s

B
the two spheres will collide for 0 ≤ b ≤ bC

s = cross section = p (rA + rB)2 = p bC2
area of the circle in the yz plane

f (g) = v0 over a Maxwell
distribution of velocities

bC = critical value of impact
parameter for collision

bC = (4e2a/mg2)1/4

b = bC/ 2 (radius of the fixed orbit)
(m= the reduced mass of the pair; g= relative velocity)
P. Langevin, Ann. Chim. Phys. Ser. 1905

s = p bC2 = (2pe/g) (a/m)1/2
collision cross section between a nonpolar
molecule and an ion of charge e
for slow molecules, bC and hence s are greater
for IMR with no activation energy= reaction cross section (depends on a and g)

kL = g s = 2pe a
m

1/2

equation of Giomousis and Stevenson

capture rate coefficient

The Langevin model does not deal with the case of molecules that have
permanent dipole moments.

G. Giomousis, D. P. Stevenson, J. Chem. Phys. 1958

Locked dipole Theory
• it is assumed that the dipole is oriented toward the ion with a zero
degree angle.
• maximization of dipole contribution: excessively large calculated rate
constants
• Langevin treatment and “locked dipole” served to bracket capture limit
rate constants of ion-polar molecule collisions

kADO Theory

ADO: averaged dipole orientation

• it is assumed that there is no net angular momentum transfer between
the rotating molecule and the ion-molecule orbital motion
• statistical methods are used to calculate the average orientation of the
polar molecule in the ion field
• predicts accurately absolute proton transfer rate constants

G. Giomousis, D. P. Stevenson, J. Chem. Phys. 1958

kADO Theory

ADO: averaged dipole orientation

- aq2 - mDq cos
V=
2r 4
r2

the second term reduces the dipolar
contribution to V (average dipole energy)

the first term is the Langevin
or induced dipole contribution

kADO =

is the instantaneous angle between the
dipole and the line of interaction with the
ion (in the locked dipole approximation
cos
=1). It varies with r.

2pq

m

a + CmD

2 1/2
pkBT

m is the reduced mass; mD is the permanent dipole;
C is a correction factor that is function of mD/ a1/2 ;
kB is Boltzmann’s constant
T. Su, . T. Bowers, J. Chem. Phys. 1973; Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Phys. 1973

kAADO Theory

AADO: angular momentum conserved ADO

• there is a net angular momentum transfer between the rotating
molecule and the ion-molecule orbital motion.
• the AADO theory yields capture rate constants larger than ADO theory
• the AADO equation represents the best means to obtain an estimated
capture rate for comparison with experimental reaction rate constants
(± 10%) .

kAADO = kL G(x)

G(x) = (x+0.509)2
10.526
G(x) = (x+0.509)2

x=

+
+

0.9754
0.9754

x<2
x≥ 2

mD
(8pe0akBT)1/2

T. Su, . W. J. Chesnavich, J. Chem. Phys. 1982

empirical
parametrization

The double-well model for IMRs
Many exothermic ion-molecule reactions proceed at collision rates :
• ion-dipole and ion-induced dipole attraction at long range;
• large interaction energy at short range
Though, many counter-examples (slow rates) are known.
slow means that most of the collisions simply return back to reactants

.

nucleophilic displacement (SN2)

X Y-

Capture is a necessary but not sufficient condition for reaction…

R
P
E0
1
2
Gas-phase double-well potential energy surface.

Gas-phase and solution PES for the
SN2 reaction.

W. N. Olmstead, J. I. Brauman, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1977

Overall the efficiency depends on the height of the central barrier and the entropic
constraints at the transition state.

R

1

2

P

under the collisionless conditions of FTICR, the intermediate complexes 1 and 2
are chemically activated

R

P
1

E0
2

k2: unimolecular isomerization with a tight (highy organized) TS
(low A factor);
k-1 : fragmentation reaction with a loose (with many degrees of
freedom) TS (high A factor)
energy favors k2; entropy favors k-1
Negative temperature dependence

competition takes place between one pathway that is energetically favored
and another that is entropically favored.
At low E0 a fast reaction will occur
S. Gronert, Chem. Rev. 2001

Slow reactions

Double-minimum potential surface with ST lying above the reactants in energy.

For long-lived initial complexes, the energy can be removed via
emission of a photon (radiative stabilization)

S. Gronert, Chem. Rev. 2001

Types of Ion-Molecule Reactions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electron-Transfer
Proton transfer
H-atom/ O-atom transfer
R+ transfer
H/D exchange
Nucleophilic displacement
Radiative association

Proton-Transfer Reactions

AH+ + B

BH+ + A

kinetics

A- + BH

AH + B-

equilibrium

large exothermicity

BH+

M1+ + M2+ + M3+ + neutrals

Proton-Transfer Reactions

AH+ + B
base A of unknown GB (PA)

BH+ + A
base B of known GB (PA)

by using several reference bases B, the GB (PA) of A can be determined

Bracketing method: kinetics

AH+ + B

BH+ + A

• measurement of kexp
• presence of gaseous B
Equilibrium method: equilibrium
• measurement of Keq

• presence of gaseous A and B

AH+ + B
Keq =

[BH]+ [A]
[AH]+ [B]

BH+ + A
ln Keq =

-DG°

RT

Thermokinetic method

deduce thermochemical information
from kinetic data

[MH]+

+ B

kcoll

[MHB]+

k1

M + [BH]+

k-1

kexp =

kcoll k1
k-1 + k1

F=

kexp
kcoll

=

1
1 + (k-1 / k1)

the efficiency is high for
highly exoergic reactions
and decreases as the
transfer approaches
thermoneutrality

free energy change for the
formation of the activated complex

G. Bouchoux, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Processes 1996

F

=

kexp
kcoll

=

1
1 + exp(DGI0*/RT)

DGI0* = DGI0 + DGa0
free energy for the
formation of the
activated complex

Intrinsic barrier separating
reactants and products

free energy for a given
reaction: GB(M)-GB(B)

F

=

1
1 + exp[(DGI0+ DGa0)/RT]

provides a direct link between the kinetic and
thermodynamic properties of a proton transfer reaction

G. Bouchoux, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Processes 1996

a high efficiency is observed
for exoergic reactions
(DGI0 ≤ -20 kJ mol-1)

an efficiency close to zero is
associated with endoergic
processes (DGI0 ≥ 10 kJ mol-1)

correlation of Eff with DG° allows to determine the unknown GB(M) from
a series of experiments involving bases B of known GB

G. Bouchoux, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Processes 1996

H2SO3
highly elusive
molecule

M. E. Crestoni, S. Fornarini et al., J. Phys. Chem. Letters 2015

Chiral recognition in deprotonation reactions

cyt c

+ (2R)/(2S)-2-butylamine
(9+, 8+, 7+)

• (2R)- 10 times greater than (2S)• one reacting species for 9+ and two for 8+ and 7+ : different conformers

chiral probes of gas-phase structures provide :
• indirect information on protein structures (intermediates of defined
structures) and
• thermochemical data about individual sites in large (bio)molecules
C. B. Lebrilla et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1996

Chiral differentiation in host-guest complexes

chiral differentiation of AAs is
of immediate analytical importance

host

guest

• complexes of protonated b-cyclodextrin-amino acid (Ala; Val; Phe) react
with n-propylamine by exchanging the AA guest of cyclodextrin host
for alkylamine;
• the exchange rates are found to differ according to the chirality of the AA
• Valine is the most reactive and shows the greatest selectivity: kL/kD= 1.6
(Alanine); kL/kD= 3.1 (Valine); kL/kD= 0.8 (Phenylalanine).
• the differences may be related to the way the AA is included into
the host cavity.
C. B. Lebrilla et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1998;
M. Speranza et al. Chiral. 2009

Hydrogen/Deuterium exchange reactions
for counting the active Hs and probe the structure of biomolecules
the ions can be trapped for extended periods of time in the presence of a background
pressure of the exchange reagent
to observe H/D exchange, the energy released by complex formation must be
sufficient to overcome the barrier to internal PT

one approach to analyze the kinetics is
the «independent site treatment», where
the rate constants are determined iteratively

-

(4.2 x10-8 mbar)

• H/D exchange probes several sites in a molecule
One advantage:
•
H/D
exchange
several
sitesa in
a molecule
(protonprobe
transfer
involves
single
site)
One advantage:
(proton transfer involves a single site)
C. B. Lebrilla et al., MSR 1997
M. E. Crestoni, S. Fornarini, J. Mass Spectrom. 2003

Gas-phase H/D exchange of proteins
The structural and dynamic properties of protein ions (multiply charged ions
of cyt c ) have been probed by H/D exchange with D2O in a FT-ICR
At least three distinct gaseous
conformers were distinguished by the
number of exchangeable Hs :
52, 113 and 74 reactive Hs atoms,
possibly corresponding to solution
conformers III (native), II (denatured,
unfolded), and I (denatured, folded).

denatured, unfolded
native

denatured, folded

These forms do not interconvert in hours
and are stabilized by intramolecular noncovalent interactions of similar nature both
in solution and in vacuo.
F. W. McLafferty et al., PNAS USA 1993

The use of chemical ionization is the most common application of
IMR in analytical MS
for the identification of functional groups in organic compounds.
Besides proton transfer reagents, alternative reagents has been
developed allowing selective reactions, like methylation, vinylation,
metal attachment and so on, to be carried out.
Some examples are following...

Identification of functional groups in organic compounds
O’Hair, Eur. J. Mass Spetrom. 1995

identification via CID of independently
synthetized products

cis-1,2-cyclo
pentanediol

trans

O’Hair, Eur. J. Mass Spetrom. 1995;
H. I. Kenttamaa, Int. J. Mass Spectrom. Ion Proc. 1995

1) ethyl vinyl ether
2) diethylmethoxyborane

deprotonation
add
SN2

PT

SN2
elim
-11.6 kcal mol -1

-20.5 kcal mol -1

diethylmethoxyborane reacts with protonated monofunctional oxygencontaining analytes (alcohols, ketones, aldehydes, esters, ethers, carboxylic
acids, amides) by deprotonation followed by substitution of methanol:
provides structure elucidation for unknown mixture components
H. I. Kenttamaa, Anal. Chem. 2004

Identification of functional groups in organic compounds

IMR involves proton transfer from
the protonated analyte to TMB,
followed by addition of the analyte to
TMB and elimination of methanol

TMB is able to depronate O
functionalities but not N groups
Vinyl and phenyl epoxides can
be differentiated from other Ocontaining analytes, based on the
loss of a second methanol
molecule upon CID of the
addition/methanol elimination
product.
H. I. Kenttamaa, J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 2012

protonated primary N-oxides
selectively react with (CH3S)2 forming
a product with 31 Da higher mass.
protonated aromatic tertiary N-oxides
selectively add 2-methoxy-propene
H. I. Kenttamaa, Anal. Chem. 2005;
J. Org. Chem. 2008

aliphatic and aromatic tertiary Noxides react with
tri(dimethylamino)borane
yielding add-elim products
identified via SORI-CID

application in the pharmaceutical setting

H. I. Kenttamaa, J. Pharm. Biomed. Anal. 2010;
J. Org. Chem. 2009

Identification of functional groups in biomolecules
S. A. McLuckey, Anal. Chem. 1997

the adducts possess as many HI units
as the total number of basic AAs
(arginine, lysine) and the N-terminus

set of phosphorylated peptides comprising
phosphorylated serine and threonine, bearing a Cterminus lysine or arginine residue and holding
naturally occurring sequences

Potential to measure the effect of local environment, the exposure and accessibility of
a phosphate moiety on the surface of a biomolecule and to distinguish positional
phosphorylated peptide isomers

The efficiency of such reactions allows to explore the accessibility of
phosphate groups in biomolecules
S. A. McLuckey et al., Anal. Chem. 1997;
Lanucara et al., Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. 2014

Identification of functional groups in biomolecules

Effect of axial ligand: free and ligated heme-type ions

•
•
•
•

Fe(III)-heme+
MP11
cyt c
myoglobin

+ OP(OMe)3 (GB: 206 kcal/mol)
+ P(OMe)3 (GB: 215.3 kcal/mol)

insight in the coordination environment of the prosthetic group
in systems of increasing complexity

the addition of phosphite is always limited
to just one molecule, irrespective of
charge state, in contrast with a chargedependent number of added phosphate
ligands
• OP(OMe)3 is engaged in H bonding to
protonated sites
• P(OMe)3
is sampling the protein
prosthetic group

M. E. Crestoni, S. Fornarini, J Biol Inorg Chem 2007

The naked core of Cpd I
(heme)FeCl
solution

ESI

[O3/O2]

[(heme)FeIII]+

[(heme)+∙FeIV=O]+

gas phase

FT-ICR

cell
gas phase

OAT
Products

Ion-molecule reactions of [(heme)+∙FeIV=O]+

Oxophilic Character
C
N

S
P

M. E. Crestoni, S. Fornarini, Inorg. Chem. 2007

Association Reactions
• solvation of an ion by weak electrostatic or hydrogen bonding;
• ion ligation involving bonds of intermediate strength;
• strong chemical bond formation

A± + B
(AB)±*
(AB)±* + M

(AB)±*

AB± + hn

FT-ICR

AB± + M

Ion-trap

at the low operating pressures of the FT-ICR cell: thermal equilibration
of the adduct ion via IR radiative emission

The rate of radiative emission is expected to increase with increasing size of the ion

F.W. Mc Lafferty et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2001

Ligand association equilibrium

L= NO, amines, carbonyl compounds, ethers,
nitriles, sulfides, phosphoryl compounds
HCB(L) = -DG° = - RTlnKeq

S. Fornarini et al. JASMS 2005

Ligand transfer equilibria

HCB(L1) – HCB(L2) = -DG° = - RTlnKeq

A linear correlation between HCBs and DGBs
of the ligands suggests that similar effects play
a role when a lone pair donor binds to a proton
or to Fe(III)heme+
S. Fornarini et al. JASMS 2005

NO binding to Fe(II) and Fe(III)-hemes

NO addition is governed by:
• Fe coordination number
• Fe oxidation state

S. Fornarini et al. Inorg. Chem. 2008

pentacoordinated

tetracoordinated

HCBII(NO) = HCBIII(NO) = 67 kJ mol -1 at 300 K
both oxidation states show similar kinetic and thermodynamic behaviour
S. Fornarini et al. Inorg. Chem. 2008

Ion-molecule reactions of radical cations
distonic ion approach
phenyl radicals with a chemically inert, charged
substituent remote from the radical site display the
same reactions as the corresponding neutral radicals

the charged group is the essential handle
for MS manipulations

EA ordering of radicals:
A (6.2 eV) > B (6.1 eV) > C (5.8 eV) >

D (5.1 eV) > E (4.9 eV)

H. I. Kenttamaa, J. Am. Chem. 2005

Ion-molecule reactions of radical anions

M.+ + CH3SCH3
M.+ + allylBr
M.+ + allylI

(M+CH3)+ + .SCH3
(M+allyl)+ + .CH2CHCH2
(M+allyl)+ + .CH2CHCH2
in-source fragmentation: the radical migrates from S to the a-C

(M-2H).- + CH3SSCH3
(M-2H).- + allylBr

(M-2H).- + allylI

(M-2H+SCH3)- + .SCH3
(M-2H+allyl)- + .CH2CHCH2

(M-2H+allyl)- + (M-2H+I)- + .CH2CHCH2

V. Ryzhov, O’Hair et al., J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 2011

• Who : EU_FT-ICR_MS
• What : Short Course 3 (SC3) on
Ion/molecule reactions: fundamental and analytical
aspects
• When : june 2019 (M18)
• Where : Roma (Italy) at Sapienza University

• Why: deepen the study and applications and perfom
experiments on IMR

Simonetta Fornarini
Dip. CTF’s Colleagues

Thank you for your kind attention

Hope to see all of you in Roma in 2019 !

